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E1  

Barry, Stu, & Linda (pp. 14-16) 

 

STU: Where the hell is he?  

LINDA: I don’t know.  

STU: You talk to him?  

LINDA: Nope.  (Stu moves to his control booth. Barry enters.)  

BARRY: I’m getting a fuckin’ gun. Kill ’em all.  

STU: Jesus, Barry! I was about to send out a search party. (Barry pours himself a coffee.)  

BARRY: No. Listen, I’m getting one of those Dirty Harry Magnums. Next time some fucker cuts 

in front of me—BOOM! That’s it. Or driving ten miles an hour— BOOM! Right turn from the 

left lane—BOOM! There should be a competency test for drivers. If they don’t pass, they get 

shot. On the spot.  

STU: I hear you, man.  

BARRY: Just leave the body in the car. A helicopter flies in with one of those giant magnets, 

lifts the vehicle out of the traffic, flies it out over the lake and drops it in. That’s it. End of 

problem. So, how they hanging, Stu? Loose?  

STU: Very loose.  

BARRY: Lock and load. (To Linda) What, no hello this evening?  

LINDA (Newspaper clippings in her hand): You wanna hear these?  

BARRY: I’m here. Am I here?  

STU: Sixty seconds to air, Bar. (Barry gets settled at his console. Linda begins to read:)  

LINDA: North-American Man-Boy Love Association has a chapter in Shaker Heights. They 

found a woman with sixty-seven cats in her house. She was raising them for their pelts! France 

reports women in underground dairies being milked for profit.  

BARRY: Spike, beam me up, baby, beam me up.  

LINDA: Are you listening to this?  

BARRY: I’m listening, I’m listening. Yeah?  

LINDA: I waited a half hour last night. In the rain. BARRY: Something came up.  
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Barry, Stu, & Linda (pp. 14-16) (cont.) 

 

LINDA: Did it?  

BARRY: Uh-huh.  

LINDA: I waited. A half hour.  

BARRY: See, that’s you. Me? I would’ve left.  

STU: Thirty seconds.  

LINDA: Three out of four people say they prefer watching television over having sex with their 

spouse. A guy in San Jose, California, wants to be a surrogate mother, says he can do it. New 

report on AIDS . . .  

BARRY: Forget AIDS. I don’t want to talk about AIDS.  

STU: Twenty.  

LINDA: OK. Uh . . . Homeless people are living in an abandoned meat-packing plant in Willard. 

Some of them used to work there before it shut down . . .  

BARRY: Where’s Willard?  

LINDA: Stu, you know where Willard is?  

STU: Here we go in ten.  

LINDA: By the way, if you called me you would know that Dan is trying to find you.  

BARRY: Why?  

LINDA: Something’s on his mind. He’s nervous.  

BARRY: I’ll make him nervous.  

  


